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In the UK the Department of Health defines abuse as “a violation of an individual's human and civil rights by another person(s)” (1). Abuse is a spectrum of behaviours and degrees of behaviours, which we often artificially dichotomise. In research, “cases” of abuse have been identified by setting thresholds for the severity or frequency of an abusive behaviour that constitute “significant” abuse. One in four vulnerable older people in studies are sometimes abused and only a small proportion of this is currently reported (2;3). In recent surveys, 16% of long term care staff have reported committing significant psychological abuse (2); and over 80% of nursing home staff have observed abuse (4).

In this journal, Avalon et al’s review of interventions to reduce elder abuse is useful and timely, in an area which in which research is difficult. Elder abuse is a hidden offence. The victims are frequently vulnerable, and do not report abuse because they are frightened, embarrassed or unable to report it because of dementia. Some older people may fear the reaction of the perpetrator, on whom they often depend, or blame themselves(5).

**Asking carers about perpetrated abuse**
Some studies have asked paid or family carers to self-report abusive behaviours. Family carers appear willing to report abusive behaviour (6) which is often a response to stress and burden for which they want help. Care workers reporting abuse face potential adverse legal, employment and social consequences, and anonymous reporting may be necessary to accurately measure it (7;8).

In the only intervention study to measure abusive behaviour by family carers as an outcome, we found no evidence that the START (STrAtegies for RelaTives) intervention, which reduced carer anxiety and depression, reduced their reported abusive behaviour. For ethical reasons we frequently intervened to manage concerning abuse reported in both groups, which may have masked an intervention effect (9;10). Measuring abuse is necessary to develop interventions to reduce it, but there are ethical dilemmas regarding how to manage concerning cases detected, or in deciding to measure abuse anonymously so they cannot be managed. Four of the five studies reviewed by Avalon et al that sought to reduce psychological abuse by paid carers through education, communication training and support did so significantly, although only one was a randomised controlled trial and was thought to be potentially contaminated. This is promising, but further trials are needed before a definitive intervention can be implemented.

**Reducing physically restraint**

Over half of reviewed studies sought to reduce use of physical restraints, such as bilateral bed rails, belts, and fixed tables in a chair, in institutional settings. In most jurisdictions, use of restraint is subject to legal safeguards. While any unnecessary restraint is considered unacceptable, opinions about the relative harms of using sedating psychotropic medication or physical restraint to manage behavioural disturbance that may otherwise cause harm vary between countries. Some describe the use of psychotropic drugs in this context as
chemical restraint, although this medication may be given to treat an underlying problem rather than to prevent the recipient’s movement. In the UK physical restraint is only legally acceptable if the person is likely to suffer harm unless proportionate restraint is used, and it is the minimum amount of force for the shortest time possible (11). No UK research studies have included physical restraint as an outcome, probably because no level of ongoing physical restraint would be considered acceptable. By contrast there has traditionally been a preference for use of seclusion and physical restraint in preference to chemical restraint in the Netherlands, although this is changing (12). This review found that interventions to educate front line staff about harms caused by physical restraint, and teach alternative, person-centred care strategies successfully reduced physical restraint. Similar programmes have been successful in reducing antipsychotic use in care homes (13).

**Increasing professionals vigilance for and reporting of abuse**

Two of the reviewed studies looked at whether interventions changed frequency of abuse reporting or assessment. The first found a non-significant increase in elder abuse reports in Japan after introduction of the elder abuse prevention and caregiver support law; the second that an educational intervention did not significantly increase the proportion of clinicians routinely assessing for abuse, although abuse status was more frequently charted. While these results are discouraging current evidence and clinical experience suggest that teaching health professionals how to detect and manage abuse improves their knowledge about doing so although it may also lead to an increase in reported abuse (14;15).

**Conclusions**

Elder abuse is a topic with personal, ethical and socioeconomic ramifications. Compared with other forms of interpersonal violence it is under-researched. Avalon et al’s review clarifies the existing, limited evidence base. Interventions to educate staff and reduce restraint use have demonstrated clear efficacy and should be implemented. More work to develop definitive interventions to reduce other forms of abuse is now needed.

**Key points**

1. One in four vulnerable older people may experience abuse and only a small proportion of this is reported.
2. Researching elder abuse brings challenges, including how to ethically manage cases reported, and whether to collect data anonymously.
3. The best evidence for reducing abuse currently is in care homes, where interventions to educate front line staff about harms caused by physical restraint, and teach alternative, person-centred care strategies have successfully reduced physical restraint in some countries.
4. We do not yet have evidence-based interventions to reduce abuse perpetrated by family carers or paid carers working in people’s homes.
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